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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   

 

[Posted: January 17, 2020—9:30 AM EST] Global equity markets are generally higher this 

morning.  The EuroStoxx 50 is up 0.9% compared with its last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia 

Apex 50 closed up 0.3%.  Chinese markets were mixed, with the Shanghai composite up 0.1% 

and the Shenzhen index down 0.3% from the prior close.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling 

a higher open.   

 

Happy Friday!  Equity markets continue to grind steadily higher to new record levels.  The 

White House officially nominated the two last open governor positions on the FOMC.  An 

update on the Iran missile attack and other Iran issues.  Germany is holding a summit on Libya; 

it is also in an uncomfortable position with China.  The 20-year Treasury is coming back (call 

Youshi).  Here is what we are watching this morning: 

 

The Fed:  Although the names have been circulating for some time, the White House has 

finished its background checks on Judy Shelton and Chris Waller.  The latter is non-

controversial.  He is the research director at the St. Louis FRB and a conventional pick.  That 

isn’t to say there is nothing interesting about the selection.  We suspect the St. Louis Fed 

President, Jim Bullard, has designs on the Fed Chair job.  There were rumors that Bullard was 

being considered for the open governor’s position.  He quashed that rumor quickly but offered 

his research director instead.  This serves two purposes: if Bullard does get the nod to replace 

Powell, he will have an immediate ally among the governors and, in the meantime, the 

composition of the board will become more dovish.   

 

Shelton is another issue.  She has argued that the Fed probably shouldn’t be in the business of 

setting interest rates.  She has shown an affinity for the gold standard, but also seems to want to 

manage exchange rates in a manner to boost U.S. trade competitiveness.  There were elements of 

the supply-side movement that wanted a gold standard, apparently, in part, to provide inflation-

fighting credibility to address the fiscal expansion this group supported.  This idea of 

“weaponizing” the dollar has been circulating recently; we addressed it in a WGR (Weaponizing 

the Dollar: The Nuclear Option, Part I and Part II).  We expect opponents to Shelton to raise a 

rule that a Federal Reserve District cannot be overrepresented on the FOMC.  Since Shelton and 

Brainard are both from Richmond, this could be raised as a problem.  However, this rule has 

been ignored in the past, so if it is raised here it would suggest senators are looking for a reason 

to scuttle her nomination.  Overall, we expect both to be nominated, although Shelton will be 

controversial. 

 

The following table shows how the FOMC will change if they are nominated. 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 
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all 2019 2020

Powell 3 3 3

Clarida 3 3 3

Brainard 4 4 4

Bowman 3 3 3

Quarles 2 2 2

Waller 5 5

Shelton 5 5

Williams NY 2 2 2

Evans CHI 4 4

Bullard STL 5 5

George KC 1 1

Barkin RICH 2

Bostic ATL 3

Daly SF 4

Mester CLEV 2 2

Rosengren BOS 2 2

Kashkari MINN 5 5

Kaplan DAL 3 3

Harker PHI 3 3

Overall 3.21 2.90 3.33

Governors 3.00 3.57

DOVE 1 2

MODERATE 6 6

TRADITIONAL HAWK 1 1

FINANCAL SENSITIVE 3 3

POLITICAL 0 1  
 

These are our estimates of policy leanings, with 1=most hawkish to 5=most dovish.  We are 

assuming both of the new candidates are extreme doves (otherwise they wouldn’t have been 

nominated), with Waller being a traditional dove while Shelton is a political one.  This means 

that if there is a change in administration, Shelton could become less dovish.  The governors now 

are leaning dovish (going from 3.00 to 3.57) and the overall voting changing from 2.90 last year 

to 3.33 this year.  This means that the hurdle for rate hikes has increased markedly.  We would 

view these nominations as bullish for risk assets.   

 

Iran:  Upon further review, there were injuries from the Iranian missile attack.  Eleven service 

members suffered concussions from the blasts and have received treatment.  We doubt this news 

will change the U.S. response.  For the first time in eight years, Ayatollah Khamenei will lead 

Friday prayers today.  He delivered a sermon that blasted the U.S. and the EU, but did not 

specifically signal further retaliation.   

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/american-troops-were-injured-in-jan-8-iran-missile-attack-11579240704?shareToken=st37ead3ce93f44ab29c9d81e16fa45468
https://www.wsj.com/articles/american-troops-were-injured-in-jan-8-iran-missile-attack-11579240704?shareToken=st37ead3ce93f44ab29c9d81e16fa45468
https://www.wsj.com/articles/american-troops-were-injured-in-jan-8-iran-missile-attack-11579240704?shareToken=st37ead3ce93f44ab29c9d81e16fa45468
https://www.wsj.com/articles/american-troops-were-injured-in-jan-8-iran-missile-attack-11579240704?shareToken=st37ead3ce93f44ab29c9d81e16fa45468
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/01/16/irans-supreme-leader-will-lead-friday-prayers-first-time-eight-years-past-hes-doubled-down-hardline-rhetoric/?utm_campaign=todays_worldview&utm_medium=Email&utm_source=Newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/01/16/irans-supreme-leader-will-lead-friday-prayers-first-time-eight-years-past-hes-doubled-down-hardline-rhetoric/?utm_campaign=todays_worldview&utm_medium=Email&utm_source=Newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/01/16/irans-supreme-leader-will-lead-friday-prayers-first-time-eight-years-past-hes-doubled-down-hardline-rhetoric/?utm_campaign=todays_worldview&utm_medium=Email&utm_source=Newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/01/16/irans-supreme-leader-will-lead-friday-prayers-first-time-eight-years-past-hes-doubled-down-hardline-rhetoric/?utm_campaign=todays_worldview&utm_medium=Email&utm_source=Newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1
https://apnews.com/b26a49ed212548d61e8bb6062a875c7e
https://apnews.com/b26a49ed212548d61e8bb6062a875c7e
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Libya:  Chancellor Merkel is holding a meeting of the two warring groups in Libya in an attempt 

to reduce tensions in the divided nation.  The two sides appear to be abiding by a ceasefire for 

now.  Although we have little hope that the meetings will lead to a lasting peace (division into 

two nations is probably the best solution), the longer a ceasefire holds the greater the chance that 

Libyan oil production rises. 

 

Germany and Huawei:  The U.S. is pressuring Berlin to ban equipment from Huawei (002502, 

CNY 3.13).  Germany has been reluctant to do so, in part, because China is threatening German 

car sales in China.  China is the largest market for German automakers.  In fact, Germany is 

facing a similar threat from the U.S.; the Trump administration has been considering tariffs on 

EU auto exports to the U.S. to address the trade deficit with the region.   

 

China’s GDP:  The Chinese government said fourth-quarter GDP was up 6.0% from one year 

earlier, matching the annual growth in the third quarter but coming in short of expectations for a 

slight acceleration.  GDP for all of 2019 rose 6.1% from 2018, marking the slowest full-year 

growth rate since 1990.  On the other hand, other Chinese data today suggests the economy may 

have started to firm toward the end of the year.  For example, December industrial production 

was up 6.9% year-over-year compared with a 6.2% gain in the year to November.  December 

retail sales rose steadily by 8.0% from a year earlier.  These figures suggest the economy may 

have gotten a bit of a boost as companies and consumers began to sense that the U.S.-China 

Phase One trade deal would really be signed.  However, we doubt the economy is totally out of 

the woods.  China is still struggling with longer term issues like poor demographics, high debt 

levels and general maturation.  Moreover, implementing the new trade deal could be a challenge, 

and the Trump administration may well keep up its pressure for disruptive policy changes.  That 

helps explain why the data only gave a slight boost to Chinese stocks and the renminbi today. 
 

 
 

https://www.politico.eu/article/the-libyan-conflict-explained/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=95d6f1d91c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_06_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-95d6f1d91c-190334489
https://www.politico.eu/article/the-libyan-conflict-explained/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=95d6f1d91c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_06_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-95d6f1d91c-190334489
https://www.gzeromedia.com/the-conflict-in-libya-whos-who-and-how-did-we-get-here?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=18c4f50516-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_11_58&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-18c4f50516-134308033
https://www.politico.eu/article/general-khalifa-haftar-agrees-to-libya-ceasefire-german-foreign-minister-heiko-maas-says/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=95d6f1d91c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_06_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-95d6f1d91c-190334489
https://nyti.ms/3ab5wJD
https://nyti.ms/3ab5wJD
https://nyti.ms/3ab5wJD
https://nyti.ms/3ab5wJD
https://www.ft.com/content/62524508-3825-11ea-a6d3-9a26f8c3cba4
https://www.ft.com/content/62524508-3825-11ea-a6d3-9a26f8c3cba4
https://www.ft.com/content/62524508-3825-11ea-a6d3-9a26f8c3cba4
https://www.ft.com/content/62524508-3825-11ea-a6d3-9a26f8c3cba4
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U.S.-India Trade:  Officials in the U.S. and India are drafting a “limited” bilateral trade deal 

that could be unveiled during a visit by President Trump to New Delhi in the coming weeks.  

The deal would address some longstanding U.S. concerns about India’s market restrictions, 

while restoring India’s preferential trade status and ability to export to the U.S. duty-free.  The 

news is probably bullish for Indian stocks. 

 

Odds and ends:  USMCA formally passed the Senate.  Birth rates in China and Italy continue to 

plunge, reflecting falling birth rates in the industrialized world.  The government is following 

through on its new data embargoing proposal, arguing its beefed-up systems can handle the data 

requests.  There is a threat to labor in France as automated trains are “breaking” the 

transportation workers strike.  Another fallout from Brexit: populists now have more seats than 

the Greens in the European Parliament.   

 . 

U.S. Economic Releases 

 

Housing starts came in above expectations, rising 16.9% from the prior month compared to 

expectations of 1.1%. Additionally, building permits came in below expectations, falling 3.9% 

from the prior month compared to expectations of a drop of 1.5%. Housing starts and building 

permits came in at 1.608 mm and 1.416 mm, respectively. 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-india-draft-trade-pact-for-unveiling-in-possible-trump-visit-11579266484?mod=hp_lead_pos6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-india-draft-trade-pact-for-unveiling-in-possible-trump-visit-11579266484?mod=hp_lead_pos6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/senate-expected-to-pass-usmca-new-north-american-trade-pact-11579185138?mod=djem10point
https://www.wsj.com/articles/senate-expected-to-pass-usmca-new-north-american-trade-pact-11579185138?mod=djem10point
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-51145251
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-51145251
https://www.ft.com/content/a9d1fe0c-2306-11ea-92da-f0c92e957a96?emailId=5e211d4b8a6b3b0004f9c66b&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/a9d1fe0c-2306-11ea-92da-f0c92e957a96?emailId=5e211d4b8a6b3b0004f9c66b&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://apnews.com/cde6768a1c300c7d167f19f676d0d515
https://apnews.com/cde6768a1c300c7d167f19f676d0d515
https://apnews.com/cde6768a1c300c7d167f19f676d0d515
https://apnews.com/cde6768a1c300c7d167f19f676d0d515
https://www.politico.eu/article/robot-scab-automation-threatening-striking-french-workers/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=95d6f1d91c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_06_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-95d6f1d91c-190334489
https://www.politico.eu/article/robot-scab-automation-threatening-striking-french-workers/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=95d6f1d91c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_06_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-95d6f1d91c-190334489
https://www.politico.eu/article/robot-scab-automation-threatening-striking-french-workers/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=95d6f1d91c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_06_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-95d6f1d91c-190334489
https://www.politico.eu/article/robot-scab-automation-threatening-striking-french-workers/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=95d6f1d91c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_06_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-95d6f1d91c-190334489
https://www.politico.eu/article/after-brexit-populists-set-to-outnumber-greens-in-european-parliament/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=95d6f1d91c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_06_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-95d6f1d91c-190334489
https://www.politico.eu/article/after-brexit-populists-set-to-outnumber-greens-in-european-parliament/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=95d6f1d91c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_06_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-95d6f1d91c-190334489
https://www.politico.eu/article/after-brexit-populists-set-to-outnumber-greens-in-european-parliament/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=95d6f1d91c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_06_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-95d6f1d91c-190334489
https://www.politico.eu/article/after-brexit-populists-set-to-outnumber-greens-in-european-parliament/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=95d6f1d91c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_17_06_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-95d6f1d91c-190334489
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The chart above shows the seasonally adjusted annualized housing starts for multi-family and 

single-family homes.  In December, multi-family homes expanded by 533, while single-family 

homes expanded by 1055.  Housing starts rose 72.69% in the West, 18.75% in the East, 85.40% 

in the Midwest and 23.66% in the South.  This is a massive jump in housing activity; however, 

the data might be distorted due to seasonal adjustments.  The series tends to expect a decline in 

activity in December due to the usual wintry weather.  Mild conditions would lead to continued 

building activity which would look much more robust.  If this is the case, December is 

“borrowing” activity from the spring, so a decline in early Q2 would be expected.  However, if 

this activity is really rising, it won’t weaken later this year.   

 

Industrial production fell by 0.3% from the prior month compared to expecations of a 0.2% drop. 

The prior month’s increase was revised downward from 1.1% to 0.8%.  Meanwhile, capacity 

utilization remained steady at 77.0%.  Lastly, manufacturing production rose 0.2% compared to 

expectations of a drop of 0.1%. 
 

 
 

The chart above shows the level of industrial production.  Currently, industrial production sits at 

109.4.  The decline in industrial production was mostly due to a 5.6% m/m decline in utility 

output, which would be consistent with mild weather. 
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The table below shows the economic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 
 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

10:00 U. of Michigan Sentiment m/m jan 99.3 99.3 ***

10:00 U. of Michigan Current Conditions m/m jan 115.3 115.5 **

10:00 U. of Michigan Expectations m/m jan 89.0 88.9 **

10:00 U. of Michigan 1 yr Inflation m/m jan 2.3% **

10:00 U. of Michigan 5-10 Yr Inflation m/m jan 2.2% **

10:00 JOLTS Job Openings m/m nov 7250 7267 **

Speaker or event

12:45 Patrick Harker Discusses Economic Outlook President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia

Fed Speakers or Events

Economic Releases

District or position

 
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  

 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China GDP ytd 4q 6.1% 6.2% 6.2% *** Equity and bond neutral

Industrial Production y/y dec 6.9% 6.2% 5.9% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Retail Sales y/y dec 8.0% 8.0% 7.9% ** Equity and bond neutral

Property Investment YTD y/y dec 9.9% 10.2% ** Equity and bond neutral

Surveyed Jobless rate y/y dec 5.2% 5.1% ** Equity and bond neutral

Japan Tertiary Industry Index m/m nov 1.3% -4.6% 1.0% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

New Zealand BusinessNZ Manufacturing PMI m/m dec 49.3 51.4 ** Equity and bond bearish

EUROPE

Eurozone ECB Current Account Balance y/y dec 33.9 Bil 32.4 Bil ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Construction Output y/y dec 1.4% 0.3% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

CPI y/y dec 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% *** Equity and bond neutral

Core CPI m/m dec 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% *** Equity and bond neutral

Italy Trade Balance y/y dec 4.872 Bil 8.057 Bil ** Equity and bond neutral

Current Account Balance y/y dec 4.921 Bil 8.600 Bil ** Equity and bond neutral

CPI EU Harmonized y/y dec 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% *** Equity and bond neutral

France Budget Balance ytd nov -113.9 Bil -107.7 Bil ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

UK Retail Sales Ex Auto m/m dec -0.8% -0.6% -0.8% ** Equity and bond neutral

Retail Sales Inc Auto m/m dec -0.6% -0.6% 0.6% ** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Canada International Securities Transactions m/m dec -0.9% 0.6% ** Equity and bond bearish

Mexico ANTAD Same-Store Sales y/y dec 3.6% 5.7% ** Equity and bond neutral

Brazil FIPE CPI w/w 15-Jan 0.4% 0.8% 0.7% *** Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
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Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 184 184 0 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 152 152 0 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 32 33 -1 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 158 158 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 1.83 1.81 0.02 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -39 -39 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 4 3 1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Up Neutral

euro Down Flat

yen Flat Down

pound Up Down

franc Down Up  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $64.98 $64.62 0.56%

WTI $58.85 $58.52 0.56%  

Natural Gas $2.02 $2.08 -2.65%  

Crack Spread $13.60 $13.99 -2.80%

12-mo strip crack $16.57 $16.82 -1.50%

Ethanol rack $1.40 $1.40 -0.56%

Gold $1,557.05 $1,552.51 0.29%

Silver $18.10 $17.94 0.87%

Copper contract $285.95 $284.70 0.44%

Corn contract 378.00$       375.50$       0.67%

Wheat contract 565.75$       565.25$       0.09%

Soybeans contract 923.25$       924.00$       -0.08%

Baltic Dry Freight 768 768 0

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -2.5 0.0 -2.5

Gasoline (mb) 6.7 3.5 3.2

Distillates (mb) 8.2 5.3 2.9

Refinery run rates (%) -0.80% -1.50% 0.70%

Natural gas (bcf) -109.0 -94.0 -15.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for a cold front moving from the south into most 

of the country.  New England states are expected to remain warmer than normal.  Wet conditions 

are expected throughout the country, with dry conditions expected for the northeastern states. 
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Asset Allocation Weekly 

Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed 

using “top down,” or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, 

updating this section every Friday.  

 

January 17, 2020 

 

The December employment data showed three interesting developments that are worth 

discussing.  They are wage growth, hours worked and the level of “out of the workforce.”   

 

Wage growth:  For most of last year, production and non-supervisory wage growth was 

outpacing that of overall workers.  This development suggested that ordinary workers were 

finally benefiting from the long expansion.  However, it was uncertain if the growth was due 

more to changes in state and local minimum wage laws or due to tight labor markets.  It appears 

we have our answer.  Many of the changes to local and state minimum wage laws occurred after 

the 2018 midterm elections.  December’s data would be 13 months after many of these new laws 

came into effect, so if legislation was the primary cause of the rise in ordinary worker pay then 

we should have seen a drop in December’s wage growth. 

 

 
 

In fact, that’s exactly what we saw.  In November, wage growth for this class of worker rose 

3.4%; it fell 40 bps to 3.0% in December.  Thus, the divergence between total private wages and 

production and non-supervisory worker wages appears to be solely a function of minimum wage 

laws.  Without additional measures, it seems unlikely that the divergence will continue. 
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Hours worked:  The growth rate of hours worked by production and non-supervisory workers 

fell to its lowest level since June 2010. 

 

 
 

The combination of fewer hours and falling wage growth will tend to further dampen available 

liquidity for the majority of households.  The weekly hours data isn’t recessionary, but it is 

headed in that direction. 

 

Out of the workforce:  When the Bureau of Labor Statistics calculates the labor force, it 

includes those working and looking for work.  Some citizens purposely decide to stay out of the 

labor force for a myriad of reasons, with age being the most likely.  In other words, as the 

number of citizens reaching retirement age increases, the percentage of the population that can 

continue to work will tend to decline as will the potential labor force.  Nevertheless, as the 

expansion continues, the potential pool of those out of the labor force tends to decrease until a 

point is reached where it becomes nearly impossible to draw down this group any further.  At 

that point, wage growth is expected to rise; at the same time, the unemployment rate can’t 

decline any further because potential new workers become increasingly difficult to find. 

 

The economy may be nearing that point.   
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The blue line shows the percentage of those not in the labor force relative to the non-institutional 

population over the age of 16.  The red line is the percentage of the total U.S. population older 

than 65, with Census Bureau forecasts.  The area in yellow represents the baby boom generation.  

The start of this area is when the last baby boomer turned 16, and the end is when the first baby 

boomer hit the age of 65.  In the yellow area, the percentage not in the labor force fell and 

stabilized.  As baby boomers headed into retirement age the percentage not in the labor force 

began to climb.  However, this percentage has recently stalled, mostly due to the extended 

economic expansion.  This trend will be difficult to sustain as the 65+ population continues to 

rise.  Although we are seeing workers delay retirement, the recent trend should reverse over time.  

That factor will tend to keep the unemployment rate lower than it has been historically.   

 

What is important about these three trends is that two of them are suggesting some softening in 

the labor market, whereas the last one might mask that weakness by showing a low 

unemployment rate.  In other words, older workers, facing a weaker labor market, may simply 

opt for retirement and leave the labor force entirely.  That will reduce the labor force and keep 

the unemployment rate low, suggesting the labor market is tighter than it really is.  That factor 

could increase the potential for a policy error.   

   

   

 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and 

illustrative purposes only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  

The investment or strategy discussed may not be suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions 

based on their specific investment objectives and financial circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the 

date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 1/16/2019 close) 
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 1/16/2019 close) 

 

-2.0% 0.0% 2.0% 4.0%
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US Corporate Bond

US Government Bond
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Mid Cap
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Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

January 16, 2020 
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P/E as of 1/15/2020 = 20.3x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 20.3x, up 0.2x from last week.  Rising index 

values led to the increase. 

 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 

                                                 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q2 and Q3) and two estimates (Q4 and Q1, 2020). We take the S&P average for 
the quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t 
perfect (it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth 
the data and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this 
process?  Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for 
P/E ratios. 


